
Chapter 6 

Conclusion & Future Work 

This thesis describes a queued tran!.action processing based solution using web service 

" reliable messaging in order to guarantee the client side and server side persistence storage 

updates. It achieves this goal by re engineering the WS02 mercury with a storage based API. 

Hence this project presents a storage API based WS-RM implementation which can support 

distributed transactions. It provide!. a set of use case scenarios to describe the way to use the 

new Mercury Implementation and prove its point in reliability. Sample scenarios uses Apache 

Derby as the database for its persistence storage and Atomikos as the Trbrary to provide the 

JT A support. 

The reliability of Mercury is handled by using a state machine model. Although there is a state 

machine for WS-RM 1.1 specification there is no such a model for WS-RM 1.0 specification. 

Therefore the state machine model described here which is independent of the implementation 

can be used for any WS-RM 1.0 specification implementation. 

The storage API developed provides explicit support for both in memory and persistence 

storage implementations. This storagl.! API which is independent of implementation logic can 

also be used with any WS-RM implcmemation. 
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There are some problems with the 2PC recovery with the Apache Derby XA driver and other 

commonly used opcnsource database XA drivers. However investigating deeply into these 

problems and finding out XA drivers that properly support 2PC recovery, goes beyond the 

scope of this work and we kept it as a possible future work. 

Further research can be done to integratt.: the WS-RM transactions with the application 

servers. This allows application dcvclopt.:r!> to integrate Enterprise Java Bean Objects 

transactions with the WS-RM transactions. 

This thesis concentrates only on supporting distributed transactions on a WS-RM 

implementation. But a WS-RM implementation should address a lot of features with different 

aspects. Hence we kept adding new features such as implementing WS-RM 1.1 support, usc 

single threaded invocations for synchronous communication, WS-RM level error handling and 

Secure Reliable Messaging as another possible future work. 
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